
KNOG OUTDOOR



People are complicated.
 
Thankfully.
 
What a boring place it would be if geeks weren’t gorgeous.
If women were from mars or men were from venus.
If rule-makers didn’t make breakables.
 
Urbanites can see the woods for the trees.  
They sleep there on weekends.
The runner isn’t defined by her laser focus.  
She still has stunning visions of the last place she set up camp.
And the roadie owns knobbly tyres, just like the downhiller  
owns drop bars.
 
So at Knog, we’re growing.  
Up and out.
Not just downtown. We’re off grid.
More than cycle, we’re outdoor.
We bike and we hike.
 
Because with us, like you, there are two sides to every story.



CAMP HIKE

Sometimes you want to set up camp, crack a brew with your closest, and listen to some 
tunes with the sun warming your face, and later the fire warming your toes. But the 

next day, with your mind and body refreshed, it's time to get out there. Walk far, trek 
hard, see more, and make sure you've got the tech to match your intentions.





PWR Flashlights
There are 4 flashlights in the range. The 600 lm, 

900 lm (shown here) and 2000 lm are modular, and 
share their PWR Bank with others in the range. 

PWR Bank
The source of all PWR, and included with all 

Flashlights, the PWR Bank comes in three forms 
- Small (3350mAh), Medium (5000mAh), Large 
(10,000mAh). Charge phones, tablets, watches, 
lights, and more. And use it as a battery for any 

PWR product too.



PWR Lantern
This 300 lm lantern can be propped up, hung up, or 
held up. It also uses any PWR Bank, so when not in 

use, can charge your phone or other devices.





PWR Sound
A splashproof Bluetooth speaker with 

interchangeable PWR Bank(S/M). Can also mount 
directly to pole/tree/bike frame with addition of 

PWR Frame Mount.

PWR Headtorch
This headlamp’s modularity is twofold - the light-
head can be swapped with any bike or flashlight 

head, depending on your needs. 
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PWR LIGHTHEADS

We aren’t the first to seek a better use of batteries. 
Think about power tools that have a universal 
battery system. Each device powered by the same 
battery is another opportunity to save. 

Save the environment, save space, save weight, and 
perhaps most important to you: save money. After 
all, batteries often make up over 50% of the cost of 
these types of products.

PWR is an ecosystem of outdoor products designed 
to share their battery. But, that battery also works as 
a power bank to charge your devices.



PWR FLASHLIGHT SPEC SHEET

PWR SEEKER PWR CAMPER PWR TREKKER PWR EXPLORER

MAX LUMENS 450 600 900 2000

MIN RUNTIME 2 HOURS 2 HOURS 2 HOURS 2 HOURS

LENGTH (mm) 125 134 137 135

WEIGHT INC MOUNT (g) 117 155 236 340

BODY DIAMETER (mm) 30 30 35 48

MODULAR

CNC-MACHINED

WATER RESISTANT

USB RECHARGE

PROGRAMMABLE MODES

TOUCH-SENSITIVE BATTERY INDICATOR

TWIST OPERATION

PWR FLASHLIGHTS

PWR TREKKER
900 LUMENS

PWR Flashlights are totally unique. 
All 4 models double as a power 
bank. An invaluable tool out in 
the field. Or a field. The PWR 
Seeker has an integrated lighthead 
meaning you can still use the light 
whilst charging. Upgrade to the 
PWR Camper, Trekker and Explorer 
and you enter a modular ecosystem, 
where battery and lighthead can be 
repurposed to build 25+ products in 
the range. 

PWR OUTDOOR

PWR Lantern

300 Lm
6 hrs min runtime using 
5000 mAh. 
Fits ALL 3 PWR Banks.

PWR Headtorch

1000 Lm out of the box.
Fits all modular lightheads.
Works best with S & M 
PWR Banks. 

PWR Flashlights 
Handheld torch with 
leather strap.
600, 900, 2000 Lm 
available.

PWR Sound

6 hrs min runtime 
using 5000 mAh.
Fits S & M PWR Banks.
Can mount to bike frame.

PWR Bike Lights
600, 1000, 2000 Lm 
available 

PWR EXPLORER
2000 LUMENS

PWR TREKKER
900 LUMENS

PWR CAMPER
600 LUMENS

PWR SEEKER
450 LUMENS



...CONVERTS TO BIKE LIGHTS

Side mount allows for central position 
(PWR Road & PWR Trail).

Separating lighthead and battery allows  
more space on the handlebar.

Helmet mount for any lighthead and 
extension cable.

Sophisticated handlebar or add extension mounts to use on your bike.

MODEMAKER APP

We’re putting you in control with ModeMaker. An app 
that lets you choose the way your lighthead behaves. 
After all, there are too many variables – the terrain, 
the environment, your eyes – so who are we to set 
your modes in stone?

Knog’s ModeMaker app allows you to tailor the modes  
for any PWR bike light. Simply download the software, 
plug your light in, then select and update modes from  
the menu. 

Popular modes include "Crazy", "SOS" and "Pulse". 
Equally popular is not just adding modes but removing 
them. Most commuters just need two modes, and with 
ModeMaker, you can uncomplicate life with fewer modes. 
Of course, if you just want to get going and not bother 
with this feature, don’t worry, the light will come with  
pre-programmed modes (6), as you’d expect. 



CLUTTER FREE

6 batteries, 6 products.  1 battery, 7 products.



RIDE RUN

Run or ride, that is the question. But not for this week-long warrior.
Her standard workday is book-ended by an 8km suburban shuffle. This gives
her a chance to meditate on what munchies are going in the saddlebags, and
whether her PWR Banks are charged up for the weekend’s excursion.





Lumens:  
FRONT: 40   
REAR: 20
Run Time:  
Steady: 2hr  
Eco Flash: 40hr
Bar Sizes:  
All (inc most seat stays)

NEW

WEARABLE USB  RECHARGE 
NO CABLE NEEDED

WATER 
PROOF

MODES CHIP ON 
BOARD

ONLY  
10 GRAMS

CLIP IT 
ANYWHERE

Super-Bright Running and Outdoor Lights. USB 
rechargeable, waterproof and wearable. Put the 
+ free on your t-shirt. Plus your backpack. Plus 
your sock. Plus your tent. Plus your bag. Plus...

USB rechargeable – no cables required

Wear on your bag, shirt, sock and more

Prosecco proof



Bandicoot Headlamp
Silicone for comfort and flex; USB rechargeable;  

multi-mode optics; lightweight.

+ free  
This is Knog’s newest light. Scary bright, wearable,  

and with integrated USB for cordless charging.



NEW

We've designed a silicone headlamp. Or 
headtorch? Call it what you like, we call it 
the Bandicoot. Outputting piercing light all 
from a super-lightweight, USB rechargeable, 
waterproof, silicone package the Bandicoot is 
the perfect multi-use headlamp for running, 
camping, hiking, climbing, fishing, reading...  
and pretty much anything else. 

Hiking Fishing Easy to operate

Running

Climbing

Quad optic

OvermouldedWaterproof

Lightweight: 49 grams

Rechargeable: no cable required

NEW  

MODELS 

COMING  

SOON 

Max Output 100 Lumens

Runtime on Max output 2 Hours

Battery LiPo, USB Rechargeable

Material Silicone

Head Size 470 - 640mm Circumference

Colour temp range 3500k (reading LEDS) - 5700k (spot)

Max Colour Rendering Index >90

Colours





PWR lightheads
PWR modular flashlights are made up of  

strap+ PWR Bank + lighthead. These lightheads 
are interchangeable with the bike lighthead range.



PWR Mountain  
2000 lumen high power light with a 10,000mAh  
PWR Bank. Good for a bright time or a long time.

PWR Trail  
1000 lumen high power light with a 5000mAh PWR Bank.  

Like the PWR Road can mount under the headstem.

PWR Road
The entry point into the modular system, 

like the PWR Trail, this light mounts under 
the stem, has an elliptical beam, and twist-

mode operation.



qudos
A 400 lumen "action video light" equally adept at helping 

the pro-sumer photographer. With a GoPro optimised mount 
system, plus cold shoe for DSLR, this waterproof, USB-
rechargeable nugget of illumination is both tough (try  
drop-testing it!) and nuanced (multiple modes from  

'action' to 'ambient').

Designed for your GoPro but works with any action camera with GoPro conversion 
mounts. The kit includes a GoPro mounting bracket and two mount screws. The cold  

shoe bracket included also provides a versatile two-in-one solution for use with digital 
SLR cameras and tripods.



Knog and Tactica are both from 
global design hub, Melbourne. 
We have come together to 
offer a record-breaking multi-
tool. With proven success on 
Kickstarter, it was already the 
most successful pocket multi-
tool on the platform, even before 
we added the unique tyre levers.

Heavy duty socket

Multiple bits available

Multiple wrenches

2 x tyre levers TSA Compliant

Bottle opener

Box cutter

Key ring compatible Hex storage

NEW



PWR Mountain
1800 Lumens

PWR Trail 
1000 Lumens

PWR Road
600 Lumens

PWR Bank (S)
3350mAh

PWR Side Mount PWR Large Mount

PWR Bank (M)
5000mAh

PWR Bank (L)
10,000mAh

PWR Helmet Mounts

PWR Flash Lighthead 
(S)
600 Lumens

PWR Lighthead (S)
600 Lumens

PWR Bar/Brake Boss 
-Frame Extension Mount

PWR Helmet 
Extension Mount

PWR Flash Lighthead 
(M)
900 Lumens

PWR Lighthead (M)
1000 Lumens

PWR Flash /Lighthead 
(L)
2000 Lumens

PWR Flash /Lighthead 
(L)
2000 Lumens

PWR Lantern 
(Sml battery included)

PWR Lantern Skin 
(exc battery )

PWR Seeker
450 Lumens 

PWR Camper
600 Lumens

PWR Trekker
900 Lumens

PWR Explorer
2000 Lumens

PWR Sound
(Sml battery included)

PWR Sound Skin
(exc battery )

PWR Headtorch
( 1000Lm Lighthead  

& Sml battery included)

PWR Headtorch Skin
(exc battery & lighthead)

PWR Dock PWR Dock  
& PWR Bank

POWER BANKS

CHARGER FLASHLIGHTMODULAR FLASHLIGHTS

MOUNTS

OUTDOOR PRODUCTS

ACCESSORIES

EXTENSION MOUNTS

FLASH LIGHTHEADS

LIGHTHEADSMODULAR BIKE LIGHTS

QUDOS ACTION - 400 LUMENS FANG  - MULTITOOL  

PLUS + FREE  -  FRONT 40 LUMENS / REAR 20 LUMENS PLUS +  -  FRONT 40 LUMENS / REAR 20 LUMENS (INC BIKE MOUNT)

BANDICOOT  -  100 LUMENS

BLINDER ROAD R70 BLINDER ROAD 400 / 250

BLINDER MOB  - FRONT/REARBLINDER MOB V  -  REAR BLINDER MINI  - FRONT/REAR

POP i  / POP r

Oi CLASSIC  - LRG & SML Oi LUXE  - LARGE & SMALL  

FROG STROBE

BIKE PRODUCTS

PWR Rider
450 Lumens / 2200mAh

PWR Redcap
10 Lumens 

PWR Rider Duo
Front plus rear light 

PWR Commuter 
450 Lumens / 850mAh

PWR "CHARGER" BIKE LIGHTS





 KNOG.COM.AU

Knog creates urban-flavoured tech for the road, trail and outdoors.
An Australian product design business, it is the lovechild of co-founders Hugo Davidson (designer) and Mal McKechnie 

(engineer) who shared the same vision: to make unboring things. 2018 sees a new era for the brand, expanding from 
cycling to camping, video lights and running. Products are designed in Melbourne, and used all over the world.


